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QUESTION 1

A company wants to set up its business processes to monitor orders that have not been released 24 hours before their
requested shipment date and, raise alerts for such orders. Assume that they have configured the necessary monitor rule
components, including milestones, date types, and alert consolidation rules for the process type they are working with.
Which monitoring rule type should be defined to handle this scenario? 

A. Has been in a status 

B. Milestone has not reached before a date 

C. Milestone has reached before a date 

D. Milestone has not reached after a date 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Due to a defect in the pricing logic, orders coming from the website are observed to be out of balance, wherein the sum
of the order line totals is more than the tender collected from the customer. In order to handle this, the business team
wants Sterling to automatically add an adjustment to the order header to account for the difference at the time of order
creation. What is the simplest way of achieving this requirement? 

A. Since the order total will be computed by the product automatically, the only way to solve this is by adjusting the
tender on the order. 

B. The onOrderCreate event of the createOrder API can be used to perform the computation, and the adjustment can
be added by using the changeOrder API. 

C. All orders can be put on a hold and the hold processing agent can be used to inspect orders for out of balance and
add the adjustment by using the adjustOrder API. 

D. The beforeCreateOrderUE can be used to check for the difference between the order total and tender on the order,
and an adjustment for the delta returned in the output of the User Exit. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The system administrator overseeing the IBM Sterling Order Management installation has requested that the QA team
provide a version number with each build deployed to production. This version number will then be used to ascertain the
version of the configuration present in production. How should the QA manager satisfy this request? 

A. The QA manager does not have to do anything because the version number is inserted automatically by the build
process into the web.xml fileand will be made available by the application server. 

B. The QA manager should request the development team implement a user exit of the getSystemProperties API such
that the API will return theversion number of the configuration currently deployed. 
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C. The QA manager should use the data versioning feature provided by the Configuration Deployment Toolkit. The
system administrator can thenlaunch the Applications Manager to view the version details. 

D. The configuration version number should be present in a custom table and updated with each build. The APIs
generated by the IBM SterlingOrder Management database extensibility framework can be used by the system
administrator to identify the version. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

As part of testing the deployment of the IBM Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, the YFS_HEARTBEAT table has a
high number of entries because of server instance starts causing the system to slow down. Which agent should the
developer run to remove the older entries from the YFS_HEARTBEAT table? 

A. Heartbeat agent 

B. Health Monitor agent 

C. Purge Heartbeat agent 

D. Purge Health Monitor agent 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A Resource pool defines two slots, 9-12 and 1-5, and the available capacity is four hours in each slot. The following
capacity reservations are to be made: 

In IBM Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, which capacity reservations will be created? 

A. Res1 

B. Res2 

C. Res3 

D. Res4 

Correct Answer: A 
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